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Fix an odd prime number p and an abelian field K. Let U (resp. C) be the projec-
tive limit of the semi-local units at p (resp. of the cyclotomic units) of each inter-
mediate field of the cyclotomic Zp -extension K K. We study the Galois module
structure of UC. We generalize results of Iwasawa and Gillard and sharpen a result
of Greither.  1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let p be an odd prime number, and K an abelian field. We denote by
K K the cyclotomic Zp -extension with its nth layer Kn for n0. Let UKn
be the semi-local units of Kn at p and C Kn the closed subgroup of UKn
generated by the cyclotomic units of Kn in the sense of Sinnott. Let U :=
 UKn and C := C Kn , where the projective limits are taken with respect
to the relative norms. We want to investigate the Galois module structure
of UC.
We may assume K & B=Q, where B denotes the cyclotomic Zp -exten-
sion of Q. Putting G=Gal(KQ) and 1=Gal(K K), we regard UC as a
module over the completed group ring Zp[G][[1]]. We decompose UC
according to the action of G. Let  be a non-trivial, even character of G
with values in Q _p , and e the idempotent of Qp[G] corresponding to .
If we assume p |3 >G, then e # Zp[G], and hence e(UC) is defined as a
module over Zp[][[1]]. Here Zp[] denotes the ring generated by the
values of  over Zp . As usual, we regard any Zp[][[1]]-module as a
module over 4=Zp[][[T]], by fixing a topological generator of 1.
Let us review the former results on the structure of UC. When p |3 >G,
the structure of the 4-module e(UC) was determined by Iwasawa [6]
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and Gillard [4], which is described in terms of the power series g(T )
associated to the KubotaLeopoldt p-adic L-function. They showed that
there is a 4-isomorphism
e(UC)$4 (g(T )),
if |&1( p){1, where | is the Teichmu ller character (they also treated the
case |&1( p)=1). Without the assumption p |3 >G, Greither [5] deter-
mined the structure of the 4 Qp -module e((UC)Qp). He showed
that there is a 4 Qp-isomorphism
e((UC)Qp)$(4 Qp)(g(T )),
if |&1( p){1 (he also treated the case |&1( p)=1). To obtain this
isomorphism, Greither used Coleman’s homomorphism, which is also
found (at least implicitly) in the works of Iwasawa and Gillard (for
Coleman’s homomorphism, see Sections 45).
In this paper, we will study the Zp -integral structure of a ‘‘-component’’
of the Zp[G][[1]]-module UC including the case p | >G. When p | >G,
one cannot define a -component as a direct summand. For this reason, we
consider two 4 -modules, the -part UC and the -quotient (UC)
(for the definitions, see Section 2). If p |3 >G, both UC and (UC) coin-
cide with e(UC); and generally, after tensoring with Qp , these coincide
with e((UC)Qp) (cf. Section 2, (c) and (d)). In our main theorems
(Theorems 3.1 and 3.3), we determine the structure of the 4 -modules
UC and (UC) for all K and all  as above. We show that Coleman’s
homomorphism induces 4 -homomorphisms
Col: UC  4 (g(T )), Col : (UC)  4(g(T )),
and we determine the kernels and the cokernels of Col and Col respec-
tively. In the case |&1( p){1, the kernels and the cokernels are finite and
not necessarily trivial. By comparing the kernels of Col and Col , we can
show that UC and (UC) are not necessarily isomorphic to each other
(cf. Section 3, Remark 3 (2)).
Even if Col (resp. Col) does not give an isomorphism, U
C (resp.
(UC)) might be isomorphic to 4 (g(T )) as 4 -modules. By using our
main theorems, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for UC
(resp. (UC)) to be isomorphic to 4 (g(T )) (Proposition 3.2 (resp.
3.4)). As an application of this criterion, we can also show that there exist
K and  such that either UC or (UC) is not isomorphic to
4 (g(T )) as 4 -modules (cf. Section 3, Remark 1).
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Though the proof of our main theorems goes along a line similar to the
proof of [5, Theorem 2.13 and Corollary 2.14] which is based on the
method in [2], we need more precise arguments at various steps since we
do not tensor with Qp .
The content of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we recall the defini-
tion of the /-part and the /-quotient (/ being a character of any finite
abelian group), and discuss their properties. In Section 3, after setting the
notation, we state the main results. The remaining four sections are
devoted to their proof. In Section 4, we recall Coleman’s homomorphism,
which enables us to relate the cyclotomic units with the p-adic L-function.
In Section 5, we determine the structure of the 4 -modules U and U , by
using Coleman’s homomorphism. In Section 6, we give generators of the
-part and the -quotient of C respectively. In Section 7, by calculating
the images of the generators via Coleman’s homomorphism, we complete
the proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3. Finally, we give the proof of Proposi-
tions 3.2 and 3.4.
Notation and Convention. For any n1, we fix a primitive n th root of
unity ‘n with the property that ‘ssn=‘n for all s1, and we denote by +n
the group of nth roots of unity. Put +p= +p n . We shall often denote
Q(+n) by Q(n).
For a group G and a G-module M, we denote by MG (resp. MG) the
subgroup of the G-invariants (resp., the quotient group of the G-coin-
variants) of M.
For a finite set S, we denote by >S the number of its elements.
For a Dirichlet character % with conductor f% , we always consider % as
primitive and, for q # N, we put %(q)=0 if (q, f%)>1.
2. /-PART AND /-QUOTIENT
Let 2 be a finite abelian group, and / a Q _p -valued character of 2. In
this section, we recall the definition of the /-part and the /-quotient of a
Zp[2]-module, and discuss their algebraic properties.
We denote by Qp(/) the field generated by the values of / over Qp and
by Zp[/] its integer ring. Let Zp[/] denote a free Zp[/]-module of rank
one on which 2 acts via /. For any Zp[2]-module M, we define the follow-
ing Zp[/]-modules:
M/ :=HomZp [2](Zp[/], M), M/ :=MZp[2] Zp[/].
We call M/ and M/ the /-part and the /-quotient of M, respectively.
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Let I/ be the ideal of Zp[/][2] generated by all elements of the form
$&/($), $ # 2. One can easily show the following:
Lemma 2.1. There are natural isomorphisms of Zp[/]-modules
M/$[m # MZp Zp[/] | $m=/($) m, \$ # 2]
and
M/ $(MZp Zp[/])I/(MZp Zp[/]).
Hence M/ (resp. M/) is isomorphic to the largest submodule (resp., quotient
module) of MZp Zp[/] on which 2 acts via /.
We shall often identify M/ (resp. M/) with the right hand side of the
isomorphisms in Lemma 2.1.
We list some properties which can be verified easily:
(a) If /$ is conjugate to / over Qp , then M/$$M/ and M/$ $M/ .
(b) The functor M [ M/ (resp. M [ M/) is left exact (resp. right
exact). If p |3 >2, both of the functors are exact.
(c) If we assume p |3 >2, there exists a Zp[/]-isomorphism M /$M/
and these are direct summands of M. Indeed, let
e/ :=
1
>2
:
$ # 2
Tr(/($)&1) $
denote the idempotent of Qp[2] corresponding to / with the trace map Tr
from Zp[/] to Zp . Then e/ # Zp[2] and
M/$e/ M, M/ $e/ M.
Furthermore, we have M= e/ M, where / runs over all representatives of
Qp -conjugate classes of characters of 2.
(d) Generally, M/Qp and M/ Qp are isomorphic to e/(MQp)
as Qp(/)-modules. In particular, M/Qp $M/ Qp .
(e) When p | >2, M/ and M/ are not necessarily isomorphic to each
other. For example, if 2=ZpZ, M=Zp on which 2 acts trivially, and / is
a non-trivial character of 2, then M/=0, while M/ $Zp[/](‘p&1) Zp[/]
$ZpZ.
(f ) Assume 2=21 _22 is a direct product. Putting /j=/|2j for
j=1, 2, M /1 and M/1 are Zp[/1][22]-modules; M
/=(M/1 )/2 and M/=
(M/1 )/2 . Let H be a subgroup of 2 which is contained in ker /. We can
regard / as a character of the quotient group 2H; M/=(M H)/ and
M/=(MH)/ .
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(g) Let !/, 2=$ # 2 /($)
&1 $ # Zp[/][2]. Multiplication by !/, 2
defines an endomorphism !/, 2 : MZp[/]  MZp[/], and clearly
I/(MZp[/])ker(!/, 2), Im(!/, 2)M/.
Hence !/, 2 induces a Zp[/]-homomorphism
!*/, 2 : M/  M/,
and both the kernel and the cokernel are annihilated by multiplication by
>2. If M is a free Zp[2]-module, !*/, 2 gives an isomorphism.
By using Lemma 2.1 and the Snake Lemma, we can prove the following:
Lemma 2.2. Assume 2 is a cyclic group. If 0  M1  M2  M3  0 is
an exact sequence of Zp[2]-modules, then
0  M /1  M
/
2  M
/
3  M1, /  M2, /  M3, /  0
is exact.
3. THE MAIN RESULTS
Throughout the paper, we fix an odd prime number p. Let B be the
cyclotomic Zp -extension of Q, and Bn the unique subfield of B such that
[Bn : Q]= pn for n0. Let F be a finite abelian extension of Q unramified
at p. Put K :=F(+p), Kn :=KBn=F(+p n+1) for n0, and K :=KB=
F(+p).
Let p be a prime ideal of F lying above p, and pn the unique prime ideal
of Kn lying above p. We denote by UKn , p the principal units in the comple-
tion Kn, p of Kn at pn . Put
UKn= ‘
p | p
UKn , p ,
where p runs over all prime ideals of F lying above p, and we call it the
group of ‘‘semi-local units’’ of Kn at p. Then UKn is a Zp -module on which
Gal(Kn Q) acts in the obvious way. Let CKn be the group of cyclo-
tomic units of Kn in the sense of Sinnott ([8]; we recall the definition in
Section 6). We identify CKn with its image under the diagonal embedding
K_n />p | p K
_
n, p=(Kn Qp)
_. Let C Kn be the closure of the intersection
UKn & CKn in UKn . Then C Kn is a closed Zp[Gal(Kn Q)]-submodule of UKn .
Put
U=UK := UKn , C=CK := C Kn ,
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where the projective limits are taken with respect to the relative norms. We
put G=Gal(KQ) and 1=Gal(K K). Since KQ is tamely ramified at p,
we have Gal(Kn Q)$G_Gal(Kn K). Therefore U and C are modules over
the completed group ring
Zp[G][[1]] := Zp[G][Gal(Kn K)]$ Zp[Gal(KnQ)],
where the projective limits are taken with respect to the restriction maps.
Let  be a fixed, non-trivial, even character of G. We define Zp[][[1]]-
modules UC and (UC) as in Section 2. We fix a topological generator
#0 of 1. We identify, as usual, Zp[][[1]] with 4=Zp[][[T]], the
formal power series ring over Zp[], by #0=1+T. Therefore we regard
any Zp[][[1]]-module as a 4-module. We will study the structure of
the 4-modules UC and (UC) .
In Section 5, we define canonical 4-homomorphisms Col: U  4
and Col : U  4 by using Coleman’s homomorphism (see also Section 4).
In our main theorems, we describe the structure of the 4-module UC
(resp. (UC)) by using Col (resp. Col) in terms of the p-adic L-function
and some ideals of 4 .
We regard  as a primitive Dirichlet character. Let Lp(, s) denote the
KubotaLeopoldt p-adic L-function associated to . It is known that there
exists a unique power series g(T ) in 4 such that
g(}(#0)s&1)=Lp(, 1&s)
for all s # Zp (see Section 4). Here }: Gal(K F )  Z_p denotes the
cyclotomic character.
Let | denote the Teichmu ller character and 1 the primitive Dirichlet
character corresponding to |&1. Let T4 =}(#0)(1+T )&1&1 # 4 . We
denote by (1( p)&1, T4 ) the ideal of 4 generated by 1( p)&1 and T4 .
Our main theorem about the structure of the 4 -module UC is as
follows:
Theorem 3.1.
(i) If 1( p){1, the 4 -homomorphism Col gives an injection
UC/4 (g(T ))
with finite cokernel and the image is (1( p)&1, T4 ))( g(T)).
(ii) If 1( p)=1, we have an exact sequence of 4 -modules
0  4(T4 )  UC ww
Col  4 (g(T )T4 )  0.
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If 1( p) # +p and 1( p){1, then Col in Theorem 3.1(i) does not give
an isomorphism since the cokernel 4 (1( p)&1, T4 ) is non-trivial. However,
UC might be isomorphic to 4(g(T )). The following criterion gives
an answer for this problem:
Proposition 3.2. Assume 1( p){1. There exists a 4-isomorphism
UC$4 (g(T ))
if and only if one of the following conditions holds:
(a) 1( p)  +p .
(b) 1( p) # +p and B1, 1 # Zp[]
_.
(c) 1( p) # +p and g(T ) has *-invariant 1.
Here B1, 1=1 f 
f
a=1 1(a) a denotes the first generalized Bernoulli
number.
Remark 1. By using [9, Theorem 2.1], one can find ’s satisfying
1( p) # +p  , *2 and B1, 1  Zp[]
_. Here * denotes the *-invariant of
g(T ). Therefore, by the above proposition, for such  and for K which
contains the fixed field of ker , UK C

K
is not isomorphic to 4(g(T ))
as 4-modules.
There is an injective 4-homomorphism UC/(UC) , whose
cokernel is annihilated by multiplication by >G. However, we do not know
whether these are isomorphic or not.
We prepare some notation which we need to state our results about the
structure of (UC) . Let m (resp. f ) be the conductor of F (resp. the prime-
to-p part of the conductor of ). Clearly f | m and p |3 m. We define a finite
set L of prime numbers as follows:
L :=[l: prime | l | m, l |3 f ].
For any subset I of L we put mI= f >l # I l, and dI=[Q(mL) & F : Q(mI) & F].
For x # Z_p , we denote by tx the unique element in Zp such that x=
|(x) }(#0)tx. We define an ideal of 4 depending on F and  as follows:
U=UF,  :=dI ‘l # I (1&(l )(1+T )
tl) } IL .
Let d be the order of the decomposition group of p in Gal(FQ).
Our main theorem about the structure of the 4-module (UC) is as
follows:
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Theorem 3.3.
(i) If 1( p){1, the 4 -homomorphism Col gives an injection
(UC) /4Ug(T )
with finite cokernel and the image is (1( p)&1, T4 )Ug(T ).
(ii) If 1( p)=1, we have an exact sequence of 4 -modules
0  4(T4 )  (UC) w
8 (4 4(d, T4 ))Ux  0.
Here x denotes the element (g(T )T4 , &B1, 1) of 4 4 (d, T4 ) and 8 is
induced by Coleman’s homomorphism which is explained in Proposition 5.2.
Composing Col in Theorem 3.3 with the canonical surjection
4 Ug(T )  4 (g(T )), we have a 4-homomorphism
(UC)  4 (g(T )).
By Theorem 3.3, one can determine the kernel and the cokernel: If 1( p){1,
the former is isomorphic to 4 UF,  and the latter to 4(1( p)&1, T4 ).
These are finite. Indeed, UF,  contains an ideal (d< , >l # L (1&(l)(1+T )tl)),
which is of finite index in 4 . If L=<, i.e., every prime divisor of the conduc-
tor of F is a prime divisor of the conductor of , then UF, =4 . However,
4 UF,  is not necessarily trivial in general.
As in the case of the -part, (UC) might be isomorphic to 4 Ug(T )
even if 1( p) # +p and 1( p){1. For this problem, we have the following:
Proposition 3.4. Assume 1( p){1. There exists a 4-isomorphism
(UC) $4Ug(T )
if and only if one of the following conditions holds:
(a) 1( p)  +p .
(b) 1( p) # +p , B1, 1 # Zp[]
_, and U=4 .
(c) 1( p) # +p , g(T ) has *-invariant 1, and U=4 .
Using the above proposition, we can show that there exist K and  such
that (UK CK) is not isomorphic to 4 Ug(T ) as 4 -modules (see
Remark 1).
Remark 2. The element (1&(l )(1+T )tl) which appears in U takes
the value (1&|&k(l ) lk) at T=}(#0)k&1. This is the Euler factor at l for
the Dirichlet L-function L(|&k, &k).
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Remark 3. From Theorems 3.1 and 3.3, we can derive the following:
(1) Let F $ be the fixed field of ker , and put K$=F $(+p). UKC

K
is isomorphic to UK$C

K$
. However, (UK CK) is not necessarily
isomorphic to (UK$ CK$) . That is, the structure of U

K
CK depends
only on , while that of (UKCK) depends not only on  but also on K.
(2) By comparing the above theorems, UC and (UC) are not
always isomorphic to each other. Indeed, (UC) has a non-trivial finite
4 -submodule isomorphic to 4U for some K and , but UC has no
such submodule, for all K and all .
Under the assumption p |3 [K : Q], each of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 asserts
the following (see Section 2(c)):
(i) If 1( p){1, we have a 4-isomorphism
e(UC)$4 (g(T )).
(ii) If 1( p)=1, there is an exact sequence of 4 -modules
0  4(T4 )  e(UC)  4 (g(T )T4 )  0.
This is well-known as the theorem of Iwasawa and Gillard ([6, 4]).
Without the assumption p |3 [K: Q], Greither proved the following:
Theorem 3.5 (Greither [5, Corollary 2.14]). (UC) Zp Qp and
Qp()[[T]](g(T )) have the same characteristic ideal over 4 Qp . If
1( p){1, they are isomorphic to each other as 4 Qp -modules.
This follows from each of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 since both ideals
(1( p)&1, T4 ) and U are of finite index in 4 and (UC)Qp$(UC)
Qp (see Section 2(d)).
4. COLEMAN’S HOMOMORPHISM AND
THE P-ADIC L-FUNCTION
In this section we recall Coleman’s homomorphism and the construction
of the p-adic L-function by using this map and the cyclotomic units. For
details, see [1; 2; 5, Section 2; 7; 11, Sections 13.78].
Recall that F is an abelian field unramified at p, Kn=F(+pn+1) for n0,
and K=F(+p). Put G=Gal(K F ) and 2=Gal(FQ). Let 2p be the
decomposition group of p in 2 and _ # Gal(FQ) the Frobenius element
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of p. For any prime ideal p of F lying above p, let Fp denote the completion
of F at p. Let OF (resp. OFp) denote the integer ring of F (resp. Fp). Put
O F := ‘
p | p
OFp $OF Z Zp ,
where p runs over all prime ideals of F lying above p. As in [1], G acts
on the formal power series ring O F[[X]] by
({f )(X)= f ((1+X )}({)&1)
for all { # G and all f (X ) # O F[[X]]. Also, 2 acts on O F[[X]] via the
coefficients. Put
M :=[ f (X ) # O F[[X]] | f (0)#1 mod p].
The multiplicative group M (resp. the additive group O F[[X]]) has the
continuous Zp[[G]]-module (resp. O F[[G]]-module) structure for
which Zp (resp. O F) acts in the obvious way. We put MN=_=[ f (X ) #
M | Nf =f _], where N: O F ((X))_  O F ((X))_ is Coleman’s norm operator
(cf. [1, Section IV; 2]). We fix a generator ==(‘p n) of Zp(1)= +pn .
Theorem 4.1 (Coleman [1, Theorem 16, Corollary 17]). Let :=(:n)
be an element of  (Kn Qp)_, where the projective limit is taken with
respect to the relative norms. Then there is a unique power series f:(X ) in
O F ((X))_ satisfying
f:(‘p n+1&1)=(:n)_
n and Nf:= f _: .
If we restrict the map : [ f: to U then we have a Zp[2][[G]]-
isomorphism U[MN=_.
The power series f:(X ) # O F ((X ))_ in Theorem 4.1 is called Coleman’s
power series associated to :. Let . be the continuous endomorphism of
O F[[X]] defined by
(.f )(X )= f _((1+X ) p&1).
Then one has a Zp[2][[G]]-homomorphism 9: M  O F[[X]] defined
by
9( f (X ))=\1&.p+ log( f (X ))
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(cf. [1, Theorem 22; 5, Theorem 2.4]). Furthermore, the image of MN=_
is contained in O F[[G]](1+X ), a free O F[[G]]-module of rank one
generated by (1+X ) (cf. [2, Theorems 3, 4; 5, Theorems 2.6, 2.8]). By
Theorem 4.1, the correspondence u [ 9( fu(X)) defines a Zp[2][[G]]-
homomorphism U  O F[[G]](1+X ). Therefore, for u # U, there exists a
unique element Col(u) # O F[[G]] satisfying
9( fu(X ))=Col(u)(1+X ),
which defines a Zp[2][[G]]-homomorphism Col: U  O F[[G]]. For
a Zp -module M, we put M(1)=MZp(1). We note that  UKn , p con-
tains Zp(1)= +p n , and hence there is a natural injection Zp[22p](1)
/U. One can extend the cyclotomic character }: G  Z_p to a Zp
[2][[G]]-homomorphism O F[[G]]  O F (1), which we also denote
by }. The following is known (cf. [2, Theorem 4; 5, Theorem 2.8, Proposi-
tion 2.10]):
Theorem 4.2 (Coleman). There is an exact sequence of Zp[2][[G]]-
modules
0  Zp[22p](1)  U w
Col
O F[[G]] w
} (O F(_&1) O F)(1)  0.
Let Q(O F[[G]]) denote the total quotient ring of O F[[G]] and
O F[[G]] t :=[x # Q(O F[[G]]) | ({&1) x # O F[[G]], \{ # G].
The above Col can be uniquely extended to a homomorphism
(Kn Qp)_  O F[[G]]t.
We also denote by Col the above extended homomorphism.
Put G0 :=Gal(KF )$Gal(Q(+p)Q). For 0 jp&2, let
ej :=
1
p&1
:
{ # G0
| j ({) {&1
denote the idempotent of Zp[G0]. Then we have
O F[[G]]$ 
p&2
j=0
ejO F[[1]][G0]$ 
p&2
j=0
O F[[1]] ej $ 
p&2
j=0
O F[[T]] ej .
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The last isomorphism is induced by #0 [ 1+T, where #0 is the fixed
topological generator of 1. Furthermore, one can show that
O F[[G]]t $
1
T
O F[[T]] e0  
p&2
j=1
O F[[T]] ej .
For x # O F[[G]]t and 0 jp&2, we denote by x( j) the unique power
series such that ejx = x( j)ej . If j { 0 then x ( j) # O F[[T]], and x(0) #
(1T) O F[[T]].
Fix a primitive Dirichlet character  of the first kind, that is, whose
conductor is not divisible by p2. We will show how to construct the p-adic
L-function Lp(, s) by using Col. Let f be the prime-to-p part of the con-
ductor of . For the rest of this section, we take F=Q( f ) to construct
Lp(, s). We regard  as a character of G=Gal(Q( fp)Q) and put / :=| 2
(2=Gal(Q( f )Q)). Then we can uniquely write
=/|i
with some 0ip&2. We define
’f :=(1&‘pn+1 ‘_
&n
f )n0 # (Kn Qp)
_.
We note that ’f is a unit if f{1. Let !/=$ # 2 /($)
&1 $. We consider every
element of O F as an element of O F Zp[/]. By Lemma 5.1(a) which we will
prove later, for any y # O F , one can uniquely write !/( y)= y~ !/(‘f) with
y~ # Zp[/].
Definition. For the Dirichlet character =/|i as above, we define the
power series g(T ) by
g(T ) !/(‘f)=&!/(Col(’f) (i)).
If  is non-trivial then g(T ) # Zp[][[T]], and otherwise g(T ) #
(1T ) Zp[[T]].
It was essentially discovered by Iwasawa [6] that g(T ) is the power
series corresponding to Lp(, s) (Theorem 4.3). Although this is well known
(cf. e.g. [2; 5, Theorem 2.13; 7, Proposition 3.1.4; 11, Lemma 13.55]), we
give the proof since we need its method to prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.3.
Theorem 4.3 (Iwasawa). Let =/|i be the Dirichlet character as
above. For k1 with k#i mod( p&1), we have
g(}(#0)k&1)=&(1&/( p) pk&1)
Bk, /
k
,
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where Bk, / is the kth generalized Bernoulli number. Therefore we have
g(}(#0)s&1)=Lp(, 1&s)
for s # Zp .
Proof. For f (X) # O F[[X]], let
Df (X)=(1+X )
d
dX
f (X ).
We need the following lemma which follows immediately from [5,
Corollary 2.7].
Lemma 4.4. Let f (X) be an element of O F[[G]](1+X ). If
f (X )=\ :
p&2
j=0
;j (T ) ej+ (1+X )
with ;j (T ) # O F[[T]], then we have
Dkf (X )| X=0=;j (T )|T=}(#0) k&1
for all k1 with k#j mod( p&1).
Recalling the definition of Col and g(T ), we have
g(}(#0)k&1) !/(‘f)=&!/(Col(’f) (i))|T=}(#0) k&1
=&!/ \Dk \1&.p+ log( f’f (X))+}X=0
for all k1 with k#i mod ( p&1) by Lemma 4.4. One can easily see that
Coleman’s power series associated to ’f is f’f (X )=1&‘f (1+X ). Then we
first calculate D(1&.p) log( f’f (X )):
D \1&.p+ log( f’f (X ))=(1&.) D log( f’f (X ))
=(1&.)(1+X )
f $’f (X)
f’f (X )
=
‘f (1+X )
‘f (1+X )&1
&
‘ pf (1+X)
p
‘ pf (1+X )
p&1
= :
f
a=1
‘af (1+X )
a
(1+X ) f&1
& :
f
a=1
‘apf (1+X )
ap
(1+X ) fp&1
.
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Let X=eZ&1. Then D=(1+X )(ddX )=ddZ. Using the later part of
Lemma 5.1(a), we obtain
!/ \D \1&.p+ log( f’f (X ))+
=\ :
f
a=1
/(a) eZa
eZf&1
& :
f
a=1
/(ap) eZap
eZfp&1 + !/(‘f)
=\ :

n=1
Bn, /
n!
Zn&1&/( p) :

n=1
Bn, /
n!
( pZ)n&1+ !/(‘f).
Therefore we obtain
Dk!/ \\1&.p+ log( f’f (X ))+}X=0
=\ ddZ+
k&1
\ :

n=1
Bn, /
n!
Zn&1&/( p) :

n=1
Bn, /
n!
( pZ)n&1+}Z=0 !/(‘f)
=(1&/( p) pk&1)
Bk, /
k
!/(‘f).
This completes the proof. K
5. THE STRUCTURE OF U AND U
In this section, by using Theorem 4.2, we define canonical 4 -homo-
morphisms Col : U  4 and Col : U  4 , and determine the structure
of the 4-modules U and U (Proposition 5.2).
Until the end of this paper, let F be an abelian field unramified at p and
 a non-trivial even character of G=Gal(F(+p)Q), as settled in Section 3.
Recall 2=Gal(FQ). Putting / :=|2 , we can uniquely write
=/|i
with some 0ip&2.
For y # O F , we denote by y/ # O F, / its image under the canonical surjec-
tion O F  O F, / , and we shall often consider y as an element of O FZp[/].
We need the following lemma, in order to define Col and Col .
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Lemma 5.1. (a) The additive group O /F is a free Zp[/]-module of rank
one generated by !/(TrQ( f )Q( f ) & F (‘f)). Here !/=$ /($)
&1$, $ running
over all elements in Gal(Q( f ) & FQ). Further, for all a # N, we have
!/(TrQ( f )Q( f ) & F (‘af ))=/(a) !/(TrQ( f )Q( f ) & F (‘f)).
(b) The additive group O F, / is a free Zp[/]-module of rank one generated
by (TrQ(mL)Q(mL) & F (‘mL))/ . Further, for all a # N, we have (TrQ( f )Q( f ) & F (‘
a
f ))/
=/(a)(TrQ( f )Q( f ) & F (‘f))/ .
Proof. Since FQ is unramified at p, the additive Zp[2]-module O F is
isomorphic to Zp[2], hence O /F $Zp[/] and O F, / $Zp[/] as Zp[2]-modules.
In this proof, let ‘m$, F=TrQ(m$)Q(m$) & F (‘m$) for m$ | m.
(a) Let H=Gal(FQ( f ) & F )/2. Since H is contained in ker /,
we have O /F=(O F
H)/=(O Q( f ) & F)/ by Section 2(f). We will find a generator
of (O Q( f ) & F)/. To simplify the notation we set F $=Q( f ) & F and 2$=
Gal(F $Q). Since Q( f )Q is unramified at p, O F $ is generated by all
elements ‘f $, F with f $ | f over Zp[2$]. On the other hand, from the Zp[2$]-
freeness of O F $ , we have O /F $=!/(O F $ Zp[/]). Therefore O /F $ is generated
by all elements !/(‘f $, F) with f $ | f. If f $ | f and f ${ f, then there exists
g # Gal(F $Q( f $) & F ) with /(g){1, thus g /(g)=0, g running over all
elements in Gal(F $Q( f $) & F ). Hence !/(‘f $, F)=0 for f $ | f with f ${ f,
which proves the first part of the assertion (a). For the rest of (a), clearly
!/(TrQ( f )Q( f ) & F (‘af ))=/(a) !/(TrQ( f )Q( f ) & F (‘f)) if (a, f )=1, and we saw
that !/(TrQ( f )Q( f ) & F (‘af ))=0 if (a, f )>1 This proves the assertion (a).
(b) For m$1, let l be a prime divisor of m$, and put m$=lt.
A simple calculation shows
TrQ(m$)Q(t)(‘m$)={0&_&1l (‘t)
l | t
l |3 t,
(5.1)
where ‘t=‘ lm$ and _ l # Gal(Q(t)Q) is the Frobenius element of l. Let
!/, 2=$ # 2 /($)
&1 $. Using the above property, we obtain
!/, 2(‘mL, F)=([F : Q(mL) & F] ‘
l # L
(&/(l )&1)) !/(‘f, F).
By the definition of L, we have p |3 [F : Q(mL) & F]. Thus, by the asser-
tion (a), !/, 2(‘mL, F) is also a generator of O
/
F . As we explained in Sec-
tion 2(g), !/, 2 induces a Zp[/]-isomorphism !*/, 2 : O F, /[O /F , and we have
!*/, 2((‘mL , F)/)=!/, 2(‘mL , F). This proves the first part of the assertion (b).
To prove the rest of (b), it suffices to show that (TrQ( f )F $(‘af ))/=0 for
(a, f )>1. Since we have shown that !/(‘f $, F)=0 for f $ | f and f ${ f in
the proof of (a), we have !/(TrQ( f )F $(‘af ))=0. Therefore we obtain
!*/, 2((TrQ( f )F $(‘af ))/) = !/, 2(TrQ( f )F $(‘
a
f )) = [F : F $] !/(TrQ( f )F $(‘
a
f ))=0,
hence (TrQ( f )F $(‘af ))/=0. This completes the proof. K
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Remark 4. In [5, Lemma 2.11(a)], it was shown that the additive
Qp(/)-module O F, / Qp is generated by (TrQ( f )Q( f ) & F (‘f))/ . We note that
(TrQ( f )Q( f ) & F (‘f))/=d< ‘
l # L
(&/(l ))(TrQ(mL)Q(mL) & F (‘mL))/ ,
and d<=[Q(mL) & F : Q( f ) & F] is not always an invertible element
in Zp[/].
By Lemma 5.1, canonical 4 -isomorphisms
O F[[G]][4 , O F[[G]][4
are induced by the correspondences:
!/(TrQ( f )Q( f ) & F (‘f)) ei [ 1, (TrQ(mL)Q(mL) & F (‘mL))/ ei [ 1,
respectively, since O F[[G]]=O /F[[T]] ei and O F[[G]]=O F, /[[T]] ei .
Hence using the above canonical isomorphisms and Col: U  O F[[G]] in
Theorem 4.2, we can define canonical 4-homomorphisms
Col: U  4 , Col : U  4 .
We denote :F, / : O F  O F, / [Zp[/], so that :F, /(TrQ(mL)Q(mL) & F (‘mL))
=1 and :F, /(TrQ( f )Q( f ) & F (‘af ))=/(a) for all a # Z if mL= f. We prove the
following by using Theorem 4.2.
Proposition 5.2. (a) The structure of the 4 -module U is given as
follows:
(i) If 1( p){1,
Col: U /4
is injective and the image is (1( p)&1, T4 ).
(ii) If 1( p)=1, we have an exact sequence of 4 -modules:
0  4(T4 )  U ww
Col  T4 4  0.
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(b) The structure of the 4 -module U is given as follows:
(i) If 1( p){1,
Col : U /4
is injective and the image is (1( p)&1, T4 ).
(ii) If 1( p)=1, we have an exact sequence of 4 -modules:
0  4(T4 )  U w
8 T4 4 4 (d, T4 )  0.
Here 8(u)=(Col(u), :F, /( f $u(0) fu(0)) mod d(4 (T4 ))), where u # U is
an inverse image of u under the surjection U  U and fu(X ) is Coleman’s
power series associated to u.
Proof. Let Gp be the decomposition group of p in G. We fix a prime
ideal p of F lying above p, and let U=UK , p= UKn , p . Then U is a
Zp[Gp][[1]]-module and we have Zp[G][[1]]-isomorphisms
U$UZp [Gp ] Zp[G]$HomZp [Gp](Zp[G], U).
Put p=|Gp , /p=/|2p , and 4p=Zp[p][[T]]. Then we can define 4p -
modules Up and Up , and the above isomorphisms induce 4 -isomorphisms
U$Up Zp [p] Zp[], U $Up Zp[p] Zp[]. (5.2)
Theorem 4.2 is equivalent to the assertion that there exists an exact
sequence of Zp[2p][[G]]-modules
0  Zp(1)  U  OFp[[G]]  Zp(1)  0. (5.3)
We will determine the structure of the 4p -modules U
p and Up by using
the above exact sequence.
We first assume 1( p)  +p . Then Zp(1)p=Zp(1)p=1. By the exact
sequence (5.3) and Lemma 2.2, we obtain Up$4p and Up $4p . In this
case the ideal (1( p)&1, T4 ) coincides with 4 . Hence the assertions (a)(i)
and (b)(i) follow from (5.2).
Next, we assume that 1( p) # +p and 1( p){1. This is equivalent to
saying that =/| and /p is a non-trivial character whose order is a
p-power. In this case, we note that Zp(1)p=1, while Zp(1)p$Zp[/p]
(/p(_)&1) Zp[/p](1)=+p . We need the following lemma:
Lemma 5.3 ([10, Lemma II.2]). Let 2p be a cyclic group of p-power
order, and /p a faithful character of 2p . We denote by C the subgroup of the
order p in 2p and by NC its norm in Zp[2p]. For any Zp[2p]-module M,
there are Zp[2p]-isomorphisms:
M/p$ker(NC : M  M) and M/p $coker(NC : M  M).
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If we let L, p /K, p be the fixed field of H=ker /p then U /pK , p
=
(U HK , p)
/p=U /p
L , p
by Section 2(f ). Therefore we may consider the follow-
ing setting: 2p is a cyclic group of p-power order and /p is a faithful charac-
ter of 2p . Let C and NC be as in Lemma 5.3. Let V=ker(}: OFp[[G]]
 Zp(1)). From (5.3), we have the following commutative diagram with
exact rows:
0 ww Zp(1) e1 U e1 V 0
NC NC NC
0 ww Zp(1) ww (e1 U )C ww (e1V )C .
Since NC(e1U )=(e1 U )C, and applying the Snake Lemma to the above
diagram, we have an exact sequence of 4p -modules
0  Up  V p  Zp(1)p  0 (5.4)
by Lemma 5.3. Since e1V $ (1&_) OFp [ [T ] ] e1 + T4 OFp [ [ T ] ] e1 /
OFp [ [ T ] ] e1 , we have V
 = ( e1V ) /p $ 4p . Hence we obtain U
p $
(/p(_)&1, T4 )4p by (5.4) and the fact Zp(1)p=+p . Then assertion (a)(i)
follows from (5.2).
Applying Lemma 2.2 to the exact sequence
0  Zp(1)  e1U  e1V  0, (5.5)
we have an exact sequence of 4p -modules
0  Up  V p  Zp(1)p  Up  Vp  0.
By the above exact sequence and (5.4), we obtain Up $Vp=(e1V)/p $
(/p(_)&1, T4 )4p . The assertion (b)(i) follows from (5.2).
Finally we assume 1( p)=1. This is equivalent to saying that =/|
and /p is trivial. In this case, we note that M/p=M2p and M/p=M2p for
any Zp[2p]-module M. By (5.5), we have an exact sequence
0  Zp(1)  Up  V p  H &1(2p , Zp(1))=0.
Since V p=e1V /p$T4 Zp[[T]] e1=T4 4p , the assertion (a)(ii) follows from
(5.2).
By the definition of V, we have an exact sequence of Zp[2p][[T]]-
modules
0  e1 V  OFp[[T]] e1  Zp(1)  0. (5.6)
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Since OFp $Zp[2p], we obtain H
0(2p , e1 V)=0. Hence, by (5.5), we have
an exact sequence of 4p -modules
0  Zp(1)  Up  Vp  0.
Let V =ker(}: O F[[G]]  (O F (_&1) O F)(1)). By the above exact
sequence and (5.2), we then have an exact sequence of 4-modules
0  4(T4 )  U  V   0, (5.7)
where we consider the 4 -module V  $Vp Zp [p] Zp[]. From (5.6), we
have an exact sequence
0  H 0(2p , Zp(1))  Vp  4p  Zp(1)  0.
Since H 0(2p , Zp(1))=Zp dZp(1)=4p (T4 , d )4p (recall d=> 2p), we
obtain a 4-isomorphism
V  $T4 4 4 (T4 , d ). (5.8)
Furthermore, we can determine the above isomorphism as follows: For
g(T ) e1 # (1&_) O F[[T]] e1+T4 O F[[T]] e1=e1V , the element g(}(#0)&1)
is in (1&_) O F . So let g~ be an element of O F such that g(}(#0)&1)=(1&_) g~ .
We identify V  with e1V I/e1 V , where I/ is the kernel of the map Zp[2]
 Zp[/]. We define a map ,: V   T4 4 4(T4 , d ) by
,(g(T ) e1 mod I/e1V )=(:F, /(g(T )), :F, /(g~ ) mod d(4 (T4 ))).
Then this is independent of the choice of g~ . Furthermore, we can show that
, gives a 4-isomorphism.
We will consider the homomorphism U  T4 4 4 (T4 , d ) induced by
,. Let u be an element of U. By Lemma 4.4, we obtain
Col(u) (1)|T=}(#0)&1=D \1&.p+ log( fu(X ))| X=0=(1&.)
f $u(X )
fu(X) }X=0 ,
where Col(u) (1) denotes the element of O F[[T]] such that e1Col(u)=
Col(u)(1)e1 . Since .f (X)=_f ((1+X ) p&1) for f (X ) # O F[[X]], we have
Col(u) (1)|T=}(#0)&1=(1&_)
f $u(0)
fu(0)
.
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Therefore we obtain
,(Col(u)(1)e1 mod I/e1V )
=(:F, /(Col(u) (1)), :F, / \ f $u(0)fu(0)+ mod d(4 (T4 ))).
For u # U , let u denote an inverse image of u under the canonical
surjection U  U . By letting 8(u)=,(Col(u) (1)e1 mod I/e1V ), the
assertion (b)(ii) follows from (5.7) and (5.8). This completes the proof. K
6. CYCLOTOMIC UNITS
In this section, we recall Sinnott’s definition of the group of cyclotomic
(or circular) units [8, Section 4] and then we determine generators of the
-part and the -quotient of C, respectively (Lemma 6.2).
For any abelian field k, let Ek be the group of units in k. The group of
cyclotomic units Ck of k is defined as the intersection Ck=Dk & Ek , where
Dk denotes the subgroup of the multiplicative group k_ generated by
[\1, NQ(t)Q(t) & k(1&‘at ) | t, a # Z, t>1, (a, t)=1].
We define
’m$=’m$, F :=(NQ(m$)Q(m$) & F (1&‘pn+1‘m$)_
&n
)n0 #  CKn
for m$ | m, m${1, and
’1 :=\(‘pn+1) (c&1)2 \
1&‘cpn+1
1&‘pn+1+ +n0 #  CKn ,
where c is a fixed primitive root mod p2. Since  (OKn Z Zp)
_ is decom-
posed into a product of U and a finite group of order prime to p, there is
the projection  (OKn Z Zp)
_  U. We shall also denote by ’m$ its
image under the projection. The following is known.
Lemma 6.1 [5, Lemma 2.3]. The Zp[G][[1]]-module C is generated
by
[==(‘pn), ’m$ | m$ | m].
For ’ # U, we denote by ’ei/ or ’ its image under the canonical surjec-
tion U  Uei/ =U . Let C  denote the image of C under U  U . Then
we have an isomorphism (UC)$U C  . We prove the following:
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Lemma 6.2. Assume =/|i is a non-trivial, even character of G. The
following assertions hold:
(a) The 4 -module C is generated by ’ei !/f , where !/=$ /($)
&1 $, $
running over all elements in Gal(Q( f ) & FQ).
(b) The 4-module C  is generated by [’mI ,  | IL].
Proof. (a) Clearly C$(’ei!/f ). It suffices to show that C
(’ei !/f ).
One can easily see that C(’ei !/f ) is annihilate by multiplication by >2.
Hence, for any ’ # C, we can write ’ p t=’ei!/(T ) h(T )f with some h(T ) # 4 .
Here pt denotes the maximal p-power divisor of >2.
Using Lemma 5.1(a), one can show that
Col(’ei!/f )=!/(ei Col(’f))=&v(T ) g(T ) !/(TrQ( f )Q( f ) & F (‘f)) ei ,
as in the proof of Theorem 4.3. Here v(T )=1 if f{1 and v(T )=
1&|i (c)(1+T )tc # 4_ if =|
i (see [11, Theorem 13.56] in the case
where =|i). Therefore we have pt Col(’)=&v(T ) h(T ) g(T ). By the
FerreroWashington theorem [3], g(T ) is prime to p in the unique
factorization domain 4 . Thus we have pt | h(T ). Then one can write
’=’ei!/h1 (T )f with h1(T )=h(T )p
t # 4 , since  is even. It follows that
C(’ei !/f ).
(b) By Lemma 6.1, C  is generated by [= , ’m$,  | m$ | m]. Since  is
even, we have ==1. If f |3 m$, then there exists g # 2 such that g  ker / and
g # Gal(FQ(m$) & F ), hence /(g){1 and ’ g&1m$ =1. On the other hand,
(’m$, ) g&1=(’m$, )/(g)&1, from which we have ’m$, =1. Therefore C  is
generated by [’m$,  | m$ | m, f | m$].
For m$1, let l be a prime divisor of m$, and put m$=lt. Then we have
NQ(m$)Q(t)(1&‘m$)={1&‘t(1&‘t)1&_l&1
l | t
l |3 t, t{1.
where ‘t=‘ lm$ and _ l # Gal(Q(t)Q) is the Frobenius element of l. Using
this, for m$ | m and any prime divisor l of m$, we have
NQ(m$) & FQ(t) & F (’m$)={’ t
#l
’ t
(#l&_l
&1)
l | t
l |3 t, t{1,
(6.1)
where #l (resp. _l) is the Frobenius element of l in G (resp. in
Gal(Q(t) & FQ)).
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Let m$ be a divisor of m such that f | m$. If we assume that there exists
a prime divisor l of m$ such that f | (m$l )=t and l2 | m$, then we can write
’m$, =(’t, ): with some : # 4 . Indeed, H :=Gal(Q(m$) & FQ(t) & F ) is
contained in ker / since f | t. Then we have
(’m$, /)>H=NQ(m$) & FQ(t) & F (’m$, /)
=(NQ(m$) & FQ(t) & F (’m$))/
=(’ t
#l)/=(’t, /)#l
by using (6.1). Since l2 | m$, we have >H=l or 1, hence (>H)&1 # Zp . Thus
we have ’m$, /=(’t, /)(>H)
&1 #l. Therefore, as generators of C  , we can take
all elements ’m$,  , where m$ has no prime divisor l such that f | (m$l ) and
l2 | m$. If any prime divisor l of m$ is such that either f |3 (m$l ) or l2 |3 m$,
then m$= f >l # I l=mI with some IL. This completes the proof. K
Remark 5. In [5, Lemma 2.11(b)], it was shown that the 4 Qp -
module C Qp (=C  Qp) is generated by ’f,  .
Remark 6. In [4], Gillard considers the -component of the projective
limit of the cyclotomic units in the sense of Hasse instead of Sinnott under
the assumption p |3 [K : Q]. In this case, this precisely coincides with our
eC (see [4, Section 4]).
7. THE PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS
Proof of Theorem 3.1. In the proof of Lemma 6.2(a), we saw that
Col(’ei!/f )=&v(T ) g(T ),
where v(T )=1 if f{1, and v(T )=1&|i (c)(1+T )tc # 4_ if =|
i. By
Lemma 6.2(a), we have
Col(C)=(g(T ))4 .
Combining this with Proposition 5.2(a), we complete the proof of
Theorem 3.1. K
Proof of Theorem 3.3. To complete the proof, it suffices to calculate
Col(’mI, ) and :F, /( f $’mI (0)f’mI (0)) for every subset I of L. We calculate
these as follows:
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For y # O Q(mL) & F , it is easy to see that :F, /( y)=:Q(mL) & F, /( y). Further-
more, using (5.1), we obtain
:Q(mL) & F, /( y)=\‘l # L&/(l )+ :Q( f ) & F, /(TrQ(mL) & FQ( f ) & F ( y))
for all y # O Q(mL) & F . To simplify the notation we set F $=Q( f ) & F. As in
Section 4, we denote by Col(’mI)
(i) the element of O F[[T]] such that
ei Col(’mI)=Col(’mI)
(i) ei . Since Col(’mI)
(i) # O Q(mL) & F[[T]], we have
:F, /(Col(’mI )
(i))=:Q(mL) & F, /(Col(’mI )
(i))
=\‘l # L&/(l)+ :F $, /(TrQ(mL) & FF $(Col(’mI)
(i)))
=\‘l # L&/(l)+ :F $, /(Col(NQ(mL) & FF $(’mI)
(i))).
Using the property (6.1), we obtain
NQ(mL) & FF $(’mI)=’
[Q(mL) & F : Q(mI ) & F] >l # I (#l&_l
&1)
f =’
dI > l # I (#l&_l
&1)
f
where #l (resp. _l) is the Frobenius element of l in G (resp. in Gal(F $Q)).
By Lemma 5.1(b), we have :F $, /(TrQ( f )F $(‘af ))=/(a) for all a # N.
Hence, as in the proof of Theorem 4.3, one can show that
Col(’f, )=:F $, /(Col(’f)(i))=&v(T ) g(T ),
where v(T ) is as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. We then obtain
Col(’mI , )=:F, /(Col(’mI)
(i))
=\‘l # L&/(l )+ :F $, /(Col(’
dI > l # I (#l&_l
&1)
f )
(i))
=\‘l # L&/(l )+ :F $, /\ \dI ‘l # I(#l&_ l
&1) Col(’f)+
(i)
+
=&\‘l # L &/(l )+ dI ‘l # I (|
i (l )(1+T )tl&/(l )&1) v(T ) g(T )
=&\ ‘l $ # L"I&/(l $)+ dI ‘l # I(1&(l )(1+T )
tl) v(T ) g(T ).
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Also, we can show that :F $, /(D log f’f (X )|X=0)=c$B1, / , where c$=1 if
f{1, and otherwise c$=1&c # Z_p . Hence we have
:F, / \
f $’mI (0)
f’mI (0)+
=:F, /(D log f’mI (X )|X=0)
=\ ‘l $ # L"I&/(l $)+ dI ‘l # I (1&/(l ) l) c$B1, /
=\ ‘l $ # L"I&/(l $)+\dI ‘l # I (1&(l )(1+T )
tl ) v(T ) B1, /+}T=}(#0)&1 .
Therefore, by Lemma 6.2(b) and the above results, we have
Col(C )=dI ‘l # I (1&(l )(1+T )
tl) g(T ) | IL
=Ug(T )4 ,
and
8(C )=dI ‘l # I (1&(l )(1+T )
tl) x$ | IL
=Ux$ T4 4 4(d, T4 )
if 1( p)=1. Here x$ denotes the element (g(T ), &B1, 1) of T4 4 
4 (d, T4 ). Combining these with Proposition 5.2(b), we complete the proof
of Theorem 3.3. K
The following proofs are suggested by the referee.
Proof of Proposition 3.2. By Theorem 3.1, it suffices to show the follow-
ing: N :=(1( p)&1, T4 )(g(T )) is isomorphic to 4 (g(T )) if and only
if (a), (b), or (c) holds.
N is isomorphic to 4 (g(T )) if and only if N is cyclic over 4 since
N has Fitting ideal (g(T )) (for the Fitting ideal, see [11, Section 13.6]).
Let m denote the maximal ideal of 4 . By Nakayama’s Lemma (cf. [11,
Lemma 13.16]), N is cyclic if and only if NmN is cyclic. N has two gener-
ators u1 :=1( p)&1 and u2 :=T4 , with relations
T4 u1+(1&1( p)) u2=0,
B1, 1 u1+h(T ) u2=0.
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Here h(T ) denotes the element of 4 such that g(T )=T4 h(T )&
(1&1( p)) B1, 1 . Thus NmN is cyclic if and only if at least one coefficient
of the above relations is not in m. One can see that h(T )  m if and only
if g(T ) has *-invariant 1, by the FerreroWashington theorem [3]. There-
fore the above condition is equivalent to saying that (a), (b), or (c) holds
since T4 is in m. We have completed the proof. K
Proof of Proposition 3.4. By Theorem 3.3, it suffices to show the follow-
ing: N$ :=(1( p)&1, T4 )Ug(T ) is isomorphic to 4 Ug(T ) if and only
if (a), (b), or (c) holds.
N$ is isomorphic to 4Ug(T ) if and only if N$ is cyclic with Fitting
ideal Ug(T ). Let h(T ), u1 , and u2 be as in the proof of Proposition 3.2.
Then the relations of N$ are
T4 u1+(1&1( p)) u2=0,
dI ‘
l # I
(1&(l )(1+T )tl)(B1, 1 u1+h(T ) u2)=0
for all IL. Hence N$ has Fitting ideal Ug(T ). In the same way as that
used in the proof of Proposition 3.2, we can finish the proof. K
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